I liked doing mental maths - Isaac
I learnt about fractions - Courtney
I learnt about growth of seeds - Jakob
I enjoyed learning gymnastics - Rani
I learnt how to order fractions - Saransh
I enjoyed narratives and procedures - Noah
I learnt about decimal fractions - Lachlan
I learnt about mass - Luke
I learnt new things during Literacy activities - Olivia
I learnt to write in joins - Cooper
I learnt new spelling - Holly
I learnt new things - In computer - Tyrah
I learnt new things - how to play soccer - Nicholas
I learnt new things about Jesus - Joshua
I learnt new things about growth of seeds - Jakob
I enjoyed learning new things in art - Jordyn
I learnt how to find the mass of objects - Dylan
I learnt new things - In computer - Tyrah
I learnt times tables - Clancy
I learnt new spelling - Lachlan
I liked learning new things - Oliva
I enjoyed learning new things - in art - Jordyn

After a year in Year Four
We are exploding with new knowledge.
Art and sport were fun.

Doing art was fun - Angleo

Making holiday cubes was fun - Branden

The Book Fair Costume parade was fun - Caeley

Participating in the inter-school Cross Country was fun - Bayley

Going to the Lightning Carnival was fun - Thomas

Being taught by Mrs Sheen was fun - Gemima

Doing art was fun - Mercedes

Listening to Mrs Sheen read chapter books was fun - Zoe

The Lightning Carnival was fun - Ashley

Doing maths was fun. I love maths—Alioth

Doing art was fun - Jack

Art and sport were fun - Amy

Being taught by Mrs Sheen was fun - Gemima

The Book Fair Costume parade was fun - Caeley

Doing art was fun - Angleo

Going to the Lightning Carnival was fun - Thomas

Art and sport were fun - Alyssa

but we still had time for a bunch of fun!